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              Energie Converters, 2000 Series 

6.5 -7 cm diameter base, 3.5 cm high,  

By:  Michael Goddard, März 2017 

 

 

 

 

 

The 2000 Series are approximately 3.5 cm high and 6.5 to 7cm wide at the base 
and 2cm square top. 

Each 2000 Series Energie Converter contains high energy organic and metallic 
alternating layers.  The Energie Converter is so named as it is used to convert 
the energy coming from WiFis from low energy to a higher, life supporting 
energy. 

The layers in the 2000 Series are as follows; 

1. 4 Herkimer Diamonds (faceted Quartz), one in each corner of the top. 
2. Then a Metetron's Cube or Eye of Ra power symbol with a transparent 

rainbow backing. 
3. Beneath is a copper, (gold colored) foil.  The next layer is black volcanic, 

magnetic sand from La Palma, Spain. 
4. The next layer is 4.5cm square copper metal plate with rounded corners. 
5. The next layer contains quartz chips in the corner and black volcanic, 

magnetic sand from La Palma in the rest of the layer. 
6. Next layer contains cut copper plate pieces. 
7. A layer of black volcanic, magnetic sand from La Palma. 

As each is a hand-made work of art, the sides maybe a few millimeters out of 
flush and height and base measurements may vary by a few millimeters 
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Symbols  

The top symbol is the Eye of Ra and Metatron`s Cube.  The Energie Converters 

are designed to draw in low frequency energy (like WiFis) and convert the 

energy to a higher, life supporting frequency.  The symbols on the top help 

program the energy coming out into your living area. 

Eye of Ra Symbol -  Increases intuition and “sees” the truth in situations. 

Metetron`s Cube Symbol- Opens our consciousness to higher levels of 

existence and brings inner peace. 

Properties of the materials 

Herkimer Diamonds – These faceted Quartz crystals are from Herkimer county 

N.Y. and are “attunement stones” that help one to Tune-in to their energy and 

the energy of others.               

Copper- Excellent electrical conductor and energy amplifier. Said to keep dark 

energies away.                                                                                                                                             

Volcanic, Magnetic Sand-    The sand from La Plama, Spain has a strong 

magnetic quality and helps draw in energy.  This natural sand has the ability to 

store and radiate large amounts of positive energy. 

 

                                                                    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 


